
From the Editor

You could say that “CLAY AND WORDS” is the theme of every
issue of this journal. STUDIO POTTER was founded in the belief that the words of makers, set along-
side what they made, had something to add to the evolving idea of what it means to be a studio
potter in the twentieth – and now the twenty-first – century. Although many makers are drawn
to clay because it is “not about words,” studio ceramics as we know it – a discipline chosen
rather than inherited – originated among educated people who brought reading, writing, and
discussing into the studio. Since then, the clay world has been well-supplied with great talkers,
inspired storytellers, and incisive (if unofficial) critics. STUDIO POTTER has aimed to capture that
conversation – and to egg it on: to make what had traditionally been an oral history into a visu-
al-and-written thing, flung far beyond the studio into the narrative and idea-pool of our field.

The backdrop to all this is a literate culture many centuries old in which history, new ideas,
and values are transmitted in written form. Though we have chosen to commit our ideas to a
visual and tactile medium, we all dwell in this culture. Clay and words sometimes seem, and
perhaps are, different languages: different orders of information and experience. In fact, recent
cognitive and neurological research has suggested that different parts of our brains are firing
when we are reading, talking, or handling clay. Yet clay and words touch at many points and 
in many ways. Narrative or text-bearing ceramics – words on clay – are an obvious example. 
But words about clay – and words as their own juicy selves – also come into play. Critical and
philosophical writing, fiction – and, of course, the news – flow through our studios and our 
supposedly non-verbal processes, and are bound to influence them, for better or worse. Like a
spear-thrower extending the arm’s leverage, words and clay can transport each other’s meanings
in new forms and surprising directions. Words add loft to the objects, and clay lends physicality 
to the common language of our species. 

– MB
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BELOW: Clay tokens from Before
Writing, Volume One: From Counting
to Cuneiform by Denise Schmandt-
Besserat, p. 22.


